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#LetMeBeYourLungs
We are in a race to defeat Pulmonary Hypertension, a rare disease with 
no known cure that, in some cases, is a terminal diagnosis. 

In 2018, we will have 185 global team members in six countries 
racing in over 300 events, including 2 cyclists at the renowned 

Race Across America. We will race for over 100 specific 
patients. We will continue to develop our Unmet Needs 
Patient Impact Fund, providing direct assistance to 
patients who qualify. We will also announce our first 
research grant application.

We are experiencing organic and exciting growth every 
year.

But we need your help to continue. Please read on to 
learn more.
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TEAM PHENOMENAL HOPE
2018 SPONSORSHIP PACKETOur Mission 

Statement
Team PHenomenal Hope was created to bring together a worldwide team of individuals to build a 
community and improve the quality of life for those living with Pulmonary Hypertension. To succeed in 
our mission, Team PHenomenal Hope embodies the culture and spirit of endurance racing, and we work 
hard to unify patients, caregivers, athletes, and our donors.

To achieve the above, we:
•  Provide a novel platform of endurance athlete & patient partnerships in order to amplify the  
    stories of Pulmonary Hypertension;
•  Provide seed funding and support to grassroots chapters around the world who share our 
    commitment to raising awareness of Pulmonary Hypertension and improving both patient care 
    and quality of life; and
•  Develop sustainable funding programs that support medical research and innovative means of 
    patient support.

About Team PHenomenal Hope
Team PHenomenal Hope is an official charity nonprofit 501(c)3 based in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.
 
We fund medical research into improved treatments or a cure for those who suffer from it, and we 
implement programming that focuses on improving the quality of life for those affected by PH, including 
removing patients from isolation, providing hope, and meeting unmet needs. 

Read more at: teamph.org/about-us
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Our programs represent the formalized endeavors we have agreed to undertake to help us succeed in 
our mission, at home and abroad.

#LetMeBeYourLungs
We connect our athletes directly with patients. We call this program Let Me Be Your Lungs, or 
#LetMeBeYourLungs. Athletes fundraise and race on behalf of a specific individual with PH, and that PH 
patient shares their PH journey and encourages and motivates the athlete.

Global Team Development
Our Global Team Development program enables Team PHenomenal Hope to deliver seed grants around 
the world that use endurance sport to spur PH activism and patient-advocacy.

Unmet Needs Patient Impact Fund
Our Unmet Needs Patient Impact Fund is designed to address the unmet needs of people living 
with Pulmonary Hypertension through a series of direct-to-patient micro-grants that
match the immediate, unmet needs caused by the disease

In 2017, we donated almost $40,000 to PH patients who were 
impacted by Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria. These funds went 
right into the hands of fragile PH patients who were impacted by 
these storms. 

Our leadership with the Unmet Needs Impact Program brought 
together, for the first time, three of the top four PH advocacy 
organizations to join the fight and assist those who were in need 
during the hurricane crises. No other PH organization is doing this 
kind of work on its own in the community.

PHenomenal Impact Fund for Global PH Research
This fund will provide research grants for worldwide medical 
research into improving treatments or finding a cure for Pulmonary 
Hypertension.

Amplify Patient Voices
We share and promote PH stories through our robust and growing 
digital platform. We aim to give voice to the patient community, 
their caregivers, and also to our 100+ athletes around the world 
who derive inspiration from the patient community.

Read more about our programs above at: teamph.org/programs
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and Activities 
in 2018
185 Global Racers on Five International Teams
With your support, we can add two new teams to our global roster to join Team PH Brazil, Team PH 
Germany, and Team PH Mexico, each wearing the logo of our Platinum and Gold level sponsors on their 
jerseys. 

125 US Team Members
Our goal is to have connections in every region of the US, reaching those who are affected by PH who 
haven’t been reached before. Recruiting 125 athletes nationwide in 2018 will give us the opportunity to 
have ample participants in each region.

100 #LetMeBeYourLungs Patient Matches
In an effort to strengthen the PH community, we created the #LetMeBeYourLungs program as a way for 
athletes and patients to support each other. Started in 2016, our goal in 2018 is to make 100 matches 
out of 125 athletes, on our way to eventually matching every athlete with patients throughout the United 
States.

2018 Pittsburgh Marathon & Finish Line Party
Our goal is to field 50 racers in the 2018 Pittsburgh Marathon in a specially designed and branded team 
running singlet. We also will have volunteers dressed at our official Pittsburgh Marathon fluid station, a 
terrific volunteer opportunity for our corporate sponsors’ employees. Join us by being an official sponsor 
of the 2018 Team PH Finish Line Party, on site morning of the race, with food, athletes, and PH patients.
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and Activities 
in 2018 (cont’d)
Medical Research Award
We plan to announce our first ever PHenomenal Impact Fund for Global PH Research. 
This will be a grant series available over time to researchers around the world who are 
partaking in innovative work to help fight PH. 

#LetMeBeYourLungs Corporate Matches
Love #LetMeBeYourLungs as much as we do? In 2018, we will 
build on our 2017 experience of opening the program up to 
corporate athletes! We can help facilitate matches for the 
employees of our sponsors.

300 Events
Between our US and International Team athletes, we 
conservatively estimate that we will race in over 300 
events during 2018. That’s a lot of events all around the 
world, and a lot of exposure for our Platinum and Gold 
level sponsors.

RAAM 2018
Team PHenomenal Hope plans to field a cyclist duo in RAAM 
2018. These hearty souls will start out from Oceanside, 
California and race their way against the clock across the United 
States to Annapolis, Maryland. 

Race Across Florida to PHA Conference 2018
We are planning a cycling ride across Florida with PHA Conference 
in Orlando as the finish line! We want to rally the PH community and 
open the door for them to have a terrific experience at the bi-annual 
PHA International PH Conference and Scientific Sessions in Orlando, 
Florida, June 29-July 1. It is our goal to display our team promotional 
materials, as well as sponsorship logos and swag, during conference to 
the estimated 1,400-1,500 conference attendees.

Broadcast and Advertise
Team PHenomenal Hope will advertise! In 2018, we plan to market our 
organization and the good we do - and that means our sponsors will 
benefit from additional exposure in radio, video, and print.
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Levels
Level Amount  Team 

Uniform 
Front

Team 
Uniform 
Back

LMBYL 
Employee 
Matches

Logo on 
Website 
Homepage

Logo on 
Website 
Interior 
Page

Dedicated 
Interior 
Webpage

Social Media 
Partners

Platinum $100,000 10

Gold $75,000 8

Silver $50,000 5
 
ADDITIONAL SPONSOR PARTNERSHIPS

Marketing Partner
You Provide a 2018 marketing budget, and get:
•  Authentic Team PH Race Jersey
•  Five #LetMeBeYourLungs matches for your 
    organization’s employees
•  Logo on our website’s main sponsor page

Finish Line Party
•  Logo on training jerseys given to each race 
    participant to wear during their training
•  Host a party in facility near event finish line with 
    signage and branded grab bags
•  Team PH will coordinate catering
•  Access to Team PH race participants and patients 
    during party
•  Authentic Team PH Race Jersey
•  Two #LetMeBeYourLungs matches for your 
    organization’s employees
•  Logo on our website’s main sponsor page

Corporate Racers
Partner with us and invite your employees to race 
for PH patients wearing a Team PH running top. Your 
employees will pick their own race and pay their entry. 
You will get one Authentic Team PH Race Jersey. We will 
match your employees up with a patient (up to 10), send 
them a Team PH t-shirt, provide a digital card with your 
logo on it representing their match, and add your company 
logo on our website’s main sponsor page.

SUPPORT CARL'S RACE TO BEAT PH
TEAMPH.ORG/CARL
1-877-6-GO-HOPE 

INFO@TEAMPH.ORG

TEAMPH.ORG/LETMEBEYOURLUNGS 

CARL HICKS
VP Patient Advocacy and 

Community Support

I RACE FOR PH

I LIVE WITH PH

BROOKLYN CLASBY

Determined, Independent, Caring, 

Compassionate, Loving

DATE OF DIAGNOSIS: 201
0

TYPE: IPA
H

Sponsor an Athlete
Regional businesses can Help Team PHenomenal 
Hope grow by contributing at our Sponsor an 
Athlete level. You will get an Authentic Team PH 
Race Jersey, two #LetMeBeYourLungs matches 
for your organization, your company logo on 
our website’s main sponsor page, social media 
acknowledgement, thank you 
note and signed team item 
from the athlete to the 
donor.
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Agreement 
I/We wish to support Team PHenomenal Hope in the effort to raise 
awareness of pulmonary hypertension. This gift supports the team 
as it prepares for 2018, as well as scientific research into a cure for 
this disease.

Sponsorship levels     Additional Sponsor Partnerships
 PLATINUM SPONSOR  $100,000  
 GOLD SPONSOR  $75,000
 SILVER SPONSOR  $50,000
 

Payment Options  
  
 QUARTERLY  SEMI-ANNUALLY  ANNUALLY  ONE TIME GIFT

 Beginning Date

 
 CREDIT CARD  PLEASE INVOICE  CHECK PAYABLE TO: Team PHenomenal Hope

Billing Information

Credit Card Information
 
 VISA   MASTERCARD   AMEX   DISCOVER

This form outlines my/our intention to fulfill this commitment in support of the Team PHenomenal Hope, although the payment schedule for any unpaid balance 
may be modified if changed conditions should warrant. It is understood that this does not obligate my/our family or heirs, although they may desire to complete the 
payments knowing of my/our interest in the Team PHenomenal Hope. It is also understood that I/we may increase the gift indicated at a future date. Team PHenom-
enal Hope, Inc is a 501(c)3 organization, and all donations are tax-exempt

YES!

MONTH YEAR

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATION NAME

PHONE EMAIL

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

MARKETING PARTNER
FINISH LINE PARTY  
CORPORATE RACERS  
SPONSOR AN ATHLETE  

CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXPIRATION DATE SECURITY CODE

SIGNATURE DATE


